
Exercise Awareness
There’s no place in the Kingdom for complacency, in any area. We need to keep our ‘wits about us’ all day
long. The reason for that is so we can protect ourselves, and also confidently and accurately handle whatever
transpires.

Some believers walk around in fear of the enemy and what he can do, but that’s not a way for sons to
function.  Others  are  blasé,  thinking ‘God’1 will  handle  everything.  Other  believers  are  ignorant  and go
around like everyone else in the world, doing the same things as they used to do. 

The correct way to operate is to be vigilant concerning what’s going on around us and what’s happening
inside our heart,  soul and mind. Listening with our spirit is critically important in daily life, but it’s not
everything.  We  must  do  our  part  to  live  wisely  and  circumspectly,  so  we  can  handle  life  instances
appropriately.

Here’s our King’s mind on that:

“'Exercise awareness of your environment and stay protected. There are people who will take advantage
of you if you are not careful. You do not have to be disagreeable or unpleasant, but you do have to be
vigilant. Remain connected to Me', says the Lord, 'and I will alert you of danger.'” 2

Our responsibility to have this awareness comes out of our role as autonomous beings, created to be in charge
of  our  own  lives.  As  planet-managers  and  kings,  this  self-determination  is  taken  to  a  higher  level  of
responsibility, so it’s up to us to be judicious in the way we live and make decisions.

Being aware, so we act and respond appropriately, is also a function of our partnership with the Trinity, as we
work with them in life and in the Kingdom. This teamwork is like an apprenticeship where they train us to
live, work and operate in ways that they want us to. An outworking of that is our responsibility to keep safe
and to live our life, while we ‘lean into’3 them in reliance to ‘cover our backs’ in areas where we have no
control.

This is a heavy responsibility, but living in trust, rest and peace allows that pressure to taken off us by the
Trinity. That means, we do our best, and trust them to look after everything else. For example: 

• When things go wrong because we made a mistake,  we rely on the King to be our justifier  and
defender, rather than trying to justify ourselves and try to mitigate the consequence. He deals with it
on our behalf as we submit to him, without fearing any negative outcomes that may eventuate.

• We allow Father to oversee our lives so that he handles all the background things that impact us, but
which are out of our hands.

• We rely on Father to order our days so we get done what really needs to be done, because we rest in
him and relax.

There’s so much we need to change in our attitudes so we can live the Kingdom life as they want us to.
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(Readers will need to look up for themselves any scriptures alluded to in this document)

1 – ‘God’: I use this term in inverted commas because ‘God’ is the generic term people use, while I don’t any more. I have an intimate
      relationship with the members of the Trinity, so I refer to them by name out of relationship. From my oneness with them, I also refer to
      them as The Trinity.
2 – Marsha Burns “Small Straws in the Soft Wind” (Feb. 28, 2023)   ft111.com/smallstraws.htm    [ARCHIVE: www.ft111.com/straws2023.htm]
3 – SEE: “Lean On or Lean Into”   canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/Lean-On-or-Lean-Into.pdf 
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